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SEATTLE COLLEGE
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Forecast Frosh-Soph Barn Dance
Ginghams, Straws, OldShoes

Concert Artists
To Appear at
Next Meeting
rustling starched ginghams, and
Tattered straw
—
squeaking old shoes can mean only one thing the traditional

Z— Boo

1940

Frosh Elections
Result In Vivid
Campaigning

Construction Work on New Building
To Begin Within Two Weeks

Leaping closer to reality daily, Seattle College's new three
story modified Gothic, cement structure was given another
Two noted concert artists, Fran- The class of Forty-four is raplast week by an even larger Freshman increase in enrollFrosh-Soph Barn Dance. Everyone knows the date, Friday, cis Armstrong and John Hopper, idly ascending the ladder of fame. jj)rod
jment than first expected by officials.
next student body
will
honor
the
October 25, and the enthusiastic reminiscences of the older meeting, the music department an- At the first freshman meeting of
Resulting from this the new
the year, held in the K. C. hall,
students plus the anticipation of the freshmen indicate that nounced today.
building will make its final jump
Mr. Armstrong is widely known the nominees for the offices of the
into reality when ground breaking
no one will forget it.
hats,

Jesuit Prefect

in Seattle as the teacher of violin class were unanimous in their decceremonies begin at a date apThe site for htis Hay-makers'
playing.
as
well
as
for
his
proximately
two weeks from now.
that
this
enthusiasm
larations
"Hey-dey" will be Dick Parker's
Following early musical trainThe campaign instituted a little
campaign is
shown
in
the
present
Dance Pavilion, located on Aurora
ing as a boy in Canada, Francis
over a month ago to secure funds
Ave. at 190th St.
Armstrong developed by the proc- an accurate yardstick, these decfor the new building is progressDick Bammert was chosen chairesses of serious study in Europe larations were no "seven-league" Father Rooney, S. J., Prefect of ing favorably, and of a total set
man for the dance at a special
into a full-fledged artist and has statements.
Studies for all Jesuit Colleges in at $150,000, the amount pledged
meeting of the Sophomore class
Officers for the coming year concertized extensively in Europe
polof
the
the
United States, paid a visit to to date has reached $60,000.
The
ardent
advocates
last week. This meeting was called will be elected by the International and America, having started his
Fr. Francis E. Corkery, S. J.,
by the newly-elected president, Relations Club at its first meeting concert career at the age of nine. icies of Ed Craig, the self-styled Seattle College, Oct. 2 to Oct. 6.
president
of the College, stated
"long
actively
expressed
pleased
drink
of
water"
are
He
himself
as
Tony Buhr.
of the school year next Monday From the age of fourteen a long
campaigning for his election. Pla- and he took a very favorable view that because of the conditions comAt this same meeting the chair- evening at 8:30 p. m.
study
leading
under the
peroid of
pelling them to build at once they
men of the various committees The guest speaker at the meet- masters of Europe was followed cards announcing his "platform" on the school activities. Father
was
cannot wait.
Rooney
appeared
have
wherever
Father
remarked
that
he
were also chosen. Orchestra audi- ing is Dr. Mylen, a Public Forum by concert tours which brought
permit them.
anxious for the building of a new Another contributing factor to
tions will be made by Betty Mc- Ispeaker, who will speak on the him highest praise from the lead- Nichols will
In like manner have other stu- school and encouraged the school the immediate construction of a
Carthy, Ted Mitchell, and Tom "Social Significance of the Pres- ing European and American critNylen
ent
World
Dr.
Situation."
dents of this active class shown in its drive for the new building. greater Seattle College is the
Brennan. Lucy Savage, assisted
ics.
by a committee, will decorate the is quite well acquainted with the
Many of Mr. Armstrong's for- their preference for Earl Lariviere, Seattle College thoroughly en- threatened shortage of labor and
the hall and Tony Buhr will head European problems, having re- mer students are now holding very the Seattle Prep nominee and for joyed the Prefect's visit and hope increase in material cost.
the boy from out West Seattle the next visit will be in a new The Very Rev. Zacheus Maher,
ceived his Ph. D. from the Uni- good positions.
the ticket-sales committee.
college.
S.J., American assistant to the
Students of Seattle College may way, Bob Grieve. The bulletin
Mary Williams will be in charge versity of Vienna in 1934. Through
posters,
acquainted
is
are
covered
with
travels,
his
wide
he
boards
from
Mr.
Father General of the Society of
violin lessons
of publicity and John Acheson will
receive
directing Armstrong at the rate of $2.50 a and supporters of the different
Jesus, expressed his approval of
do all the art work and posters. with the undercurrents
candidates can be seen sporting
the progress and stated that—
Transportation will be arranged by the events of the present day," said lessor.
badges.
Henry Borzo, Moderator of
their respective
'If the people here fully realize
Jim Christenson, Bill Powers, and Mr.
the vital work being done and the
Although the race for the office
the Club.
Dick Walsh.
hotly conmost
need that is filled by Seattle
unacquainted
president
"For
with
the
of
is
?reat
those
Because the Freshmen were not
College, the necessary funds to
tested, battles rage between the
an organized class until yesterday, club and its purposes," said Joseph
aspirants to the other offices, and
"omplete your building project
retiring president, "the
there are no freshmen on the com- McMurray,
Upper classmen,
is
close.
would pour in, Iam sure."
sponsored
by
I.R.C
a
club
the
the
race
is
meeting
joint
However,
a
mittees.
The K. C. Hall lunchroom has keep your eyes on the Class of '44.
Carnegia
open
Foundation,
Peace
of both classes will be held soon
On Tuesday evening the Senior
again this year been opened for
Last Minute Flash:
and a freshman co-chairman will to a select group interested inmodsponsored the first skating
are
and
all
students
class
C.'ers,
the
S.
be selected. Actual work on the ern day international happenings. invited and urged to spend a soparty of the year. Leaving the
enjoy
Members
of
the
club
watchbegin
until the
dance will not
college at 7:30 o'clock a caravan of
cial and satisfying lunch hour
Freshmen have been added to the ing history in the making, as well there.
cars
carried a large group of spirkeeping
up with current."
as
committee.
ited students to the Boiler Howl.
"Freshmen are welcome at the This facility has been offered
Dancing lessons will be given to
The rink was the scene of an
solely for the students' benefit and
all who cannot dance, and to those meeting and are given opportunity
"pocket-pleasing" to
evening of gaiety. Gliding and The first Pall
who want to improve their dan- with other students to participate is therefore
Quarter meeting
inexpensive
spilling to the tune of the "Skat- of Alpha Nu, the nurses'
cing. These lessons are private in the club's undertakings," said all. A hearty but
honorary,
With
the
most
enthusiastic
daily
ers' Waltz," the hours of the eve- is scheduled for 7:45 o'clock, Tuesand will be under the supervisionI Joseph Eberharter, retiring vice- luncheon is offered on the
year,
the Gavel ning quickly passed by.
meeting yet this
varied menu.
day evening-, October 15, at Proviof Mrs. Marie Leonard, Dean of president.
Culb met last night at the Col- Besides affording a good time
The
instructors
are
cadence Nurses' Home.
Women.
lege and all the members present for all, the skating party
was a Onalee Campbell, president, will
pable and friendly and there is no
open
discussion
took part in an
great financial success. Co-chair- preside over the meeting. Other
charge for the lessons.
after the formal debate. The ques- man Joe McMurray and Betty GerDick Bammert, the chairman,
are Denese Remillard,
tion of the evening was: Resolved: mer state that proceeds exceeded officers
vice-president; Marie Joseph, secnrgeu, ."fjst your dates early, felbe
Roosevelt
should
Resident
all previous expectations.
las, so that you can plan your cosretary, and Ruth Huttle, treasurer.
elected to V third terni. Ruth
Wirby, founder of the club, will
tume. If you can't dance, take the
defended the affirmative Said McMurray: "The party Dr.
Butler
private lessons; if you haven't a
Abner DeFelice and Al Plach- could never have been so success- introduce the customary guest
with
ful without the willing coopera- speaker for the evening.
date, well there are plenty of at- During the past week the Sophta on the opposing side.
tionof the student body andIwish Of interest to nursing students
tractive gals. So hurry before1 omore, Junior and Senior classes
The meeting was thrown open to to take this opportunity to thank are the requirements for membersomeone else asks them."
elected their class officers for the
great
and
discussion afterwards
a
ship in this organization. The
everyone."
1940-1941 year.
deal of interest was evidenced by
prospective member must have a
again
This year the class is
all present.
3. grade average in 30 credit hours
headed by Joseph McMurray, as
Next Wednesday the teams of
at Seattle College.
President. He defeated Jack RobAnn Gallagher and Bob Grieve, afActivities of the club include the
with
nison and Larry McDonell. The
event
Due to an unforseen
firmative, and Pat Murphy and
banquet on Founders' Day,
annual
Knights
Vice-presidency went to Larry Mc- regards to the use of the
Moran, negative, will debate
Feb. 8; also several anxiously
Donnell, Mike Scheubert was of Columbus Hall for the evening Bill question: Resolved: That the
the
awaited pie sales, the funds from
chosen secretary and Abner DeFe- of Friday the Eleventh, the Men- State of Washington should adopt
which assist in purchasing club
forced
to
postlice is treasurer. Tom West fills del Club has been
By
legislature.
a
of
unicameral
form
pins
for members.
night
the position of sergeant-at-arms. pone their Mixer until the
All those who are interested in
BETTIEKUMHERA
Bill Stapleton was unopposed of the Eighteenth.
are urged by Mr. Paul At two meetings of the Activifor the office of President of the This Mixer has been guaranteed debate
Volpe,
moderator
of the Gavel ties Board, held on October 1 and
McKillop
is by the Committee to be a la Salad
Junior Class. Emmett
Club, to attend the meeting. Mem- October 4, the social calendar of
We heard that the Freshman Vice-president. Nora Keene is sectechnique.
Anything
can
Bowl
elections were over and all the retary, and Barbara Fallon is happen, and if plans go ahead as bership regulations require that Seattle College for the fall quarthree consecutive meetings be at- ter of this year was duly considcampaign signs were down, so we treasurer. Gregor MacGregor is they
are now, it will. The official tended for admittance to the club. ered by the very capable members.
decided to wander down to the sergeant-at-arms.
holders-up of the walls, radiators,
main hall and once again see the
What were then tentative dates
elected and door stops will have no opporSophomore
The
class
shade of the bulletin board. Just
have now become gala occasions to At the Mendel Club Meeting of
President, Tom tunities to do so. The "Fork and
I
Buhr
as
Tony
be breathlessly awaited by every last evening the students were
idle curiosity. After we recovered Brennan, Vice-president. Peggy Spoon" committee will mix all
Student Body member.
from the shock of the bareness of Rebhahn was again chosen secre- condiments well and a balanced regiven an interesting discussion on
it all, we noticed a sign mention- tary, Bob Parin, treasurer, and Bob sult will be expected.
Attending the Activities Board "Medicine Among the Northwest
ing something about a barn dance.
meeting were all the Student Body Indians," by Dr. Weichbradt, emiDempsey, sergeant-at-arms.
The entertainment for the interSudden visions of corn stalks
officers, the Presidents of all the nent doctor. The President of the
mission will be the most unusual
loomed before us, haystacks danced
classes
and the Presidents of the group gave a brief business talk
that has ever been offered to the The first step in launching the various clubs.
about crazily in our subconscious
Their duty is to concerning the coming Mixer and
So
of
College.
students
Seattle
fifth
annual
Northwest
Catholic
mind as the light dawned and we
choose the dates of all the activi- urged all the members to attend
Gates,
operate!
let's
High School Debate Tournament ties to
come on,
realized that 'twas hayseed time
take place during the quar- en masse.
was taken today with th eappoint- ter,
again.
so that there will be no conThe Salad Bowl technique was
Tony Buhr and Mary
ment
of
flict of dates. At these meetings explained to the assembly and the
The editor is always barking
co
the
Doherty
as
chairman of
OFFICIAL NOTICE
every member of the board has committee was introduced. The
about human interest so we decided
affair.
It is Autumn and in the crisp
equal opportunity to ask for a date cooperation of all was promised.
to annoy the public in general by
The tournament, slated for a for an activity.
parking on the front hall steps clear evenings, thoughts turn to
Senior students intending to
The entertainment committee apparties around a cheery fireplace, graduate with a major in Eco- week-end in December, was an un- Coming
pointed
and gathering a little informal inout
the
their participants and a
grabof
social
to dances, to football games and nomics please see Mr. Paul qualified success last year' under bag we find:
formality.
secret session for the further perof
chairmanship
opera.
to
the
Joe
McMurVolpe concerning their theses as
petration of the event, was inThere we ran into a co-chairman
Mendel Club Mixer.
—
Last Friday evening, October 4, soon as possible. Room 34 ray, with 11 schools competing and Oct. 18—
of said affair, Sophomore Dick
augurated. The advertising comFros-Soph
Oct.
25
Barn
Dance.
even greater success is hoped for
Schultz presented "La (K. C.)
Bammert. We asked him for a few Miss Cecilia
Nov. s— Gavel Club Skating mittee gave a report and promised
this year.
that the signs would go up before
words, whereupon he proceeded to Traviata" at the Moore Theater.
Party.
stars,
metropolitan
opera
the last of the week. The all-imbombard us with unsquelchable en- Three Bonelli,
Nov.
1
Fall
Informal.
Jarmila Novotna,
ticket committee gave out
portant
thusiasm so we sat down and made Richard
Nov.
29—
Silver
Dance,
Scroll
and Mario Chamlee were featured
ourselves comfortable.
the
tickets
to be sold to the stuDec. 6 Junior Class Mixer.
leading roles.
All in all we gathered that it in the
dents. At this time the Speaker
College
Dec.
20—
Night.
Ernest Gebert, the musical difor he evening was introduced and
is going to be "pretty darned good" rector,
has adopted a plan of givgave a comprehensive outlook of
"Get your dates early," saith
ing local artists an opportunity to
the problems faced by a doctor unDick. (We presumed that he was
der those conditions.
addressing the men at this point). sing in his productions. Two of
the six resident soloists were Fred"So that you and your partner can
" eric
Chouinard, a former student of
get'together on your costumes.
Costumes? Ah, there was an an- Seattle College, and Max Larsen,
Captain Kimball of the Jugle; whereupon we proceeded fur- baritone member of the Seattle
College quartet, who so pleased the
nior Traffic Division has a.sked
ther to gather human interest from
student body at the last meeting.
the Spectator to co-operate in
many interesting humans.
Elliot, also
Frank
Bill
O'Brien
and
the dri»e to prevent traffic acoveralls
and
Some declared that
College,
cidents.
cottons would be their costume for former students of the
the chorus.
We have bt-en asked particA definite date will be set for
the eve. One insisted that he would sang in
themselves became
The
students
another
the next meeting (if the Drama
ularly to draw attention to thr
Hunter,
come as a Duck
opera conscious and attended the
fact that many students do not Guild when the executives meet in
as a Dear Hunter.
performance. Among those seen
u-t- the proper croHHingH at
the near future to make plans for
"Can you wear anything?" in- there were Mary KUen Petrich,
Kroadway and Madison, and reorganization of this very popular
quired a Frosh. "Why, yes," we deJohn
res and vern KODinson
JOHN F. GIES
Hroadway and Seneca, but cut activity. Until then, the club has
clared. "Then I'll wear my tux." AnyoneAyattending
an attraction at Among the 200 graduates of the Sam Houston, presented the class acrosti diagonally.
been temporarily dissolved.
Then there was the girl who
the Moore Theater will recognize Army advanced flying school at with diplomas and commissions in
Officers will be selected at the
thought of coming as a bat
Thin
annoying
in both
and
some of the ushers. They are Bill Kelly Field, Texas, was Flying the Air Corps Reserve.
next meeting, and a skit will be
dangerous.
"lso the Russian, the milk maid Kelly,
Austin, Bob Hilten- Cadet John F. Geis, former Seattle! Cadet Geis attended Seattle ColLil Abner brand, PhilMoran,
little 80-Peep
Students should line the cross- presented by several veteran perj lege from 1931 to 1934, majoring: ways
Bill
and Joe McMur- College student.
formers for the entertainment of
as prescribed hv law.
>
ray, all attending the College.
(Continued on Page 4)
Col. Taylor E. Darby, of Fort in Literature.
all who wish to attend.

I.R.C. HoldsMeet
Monday Evening

Visits College

Students Frolic At
RollerBowl

'Pocket Pleasing'
Lunches Available

Nurse's Honorary
Outlines Year

Open Discussion
Follows Debate

Juniors, Seniors
Soph,
.
Elect Heads For '41

—

Mendel Mixer
Is Postponed

CANDID

Grab Bag Lists
Social Activities

OMMENT

Dr. Weichbradt
Speaks Of Indians

Steps Taken For
Debate Tourney

Opera Attracts
Students, Actors

-

S. C. STUDENT WINS WINGS

—

NOTICE

.. .

...

. ..

Drama Guild
Presents Skit
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Have you ever gazed into a mirror and found something
you weren't looking for; or missed something that you were
looking for? Gad! what a sensation!
Yes, and according to the Police Department's bulletin,
"After Sudden Death What?", such is not an unlikely experience for peripatetic pedestrians who wander diagonally
across the intersection of Broadway andMadison. Motorists,
you know, have no obligation whatsoever to miss pedestrians
who wander outside the white-lined crosswalks.
( For years those lines were bright yellow;but with the influx of stop red into the fashion world the obliging Police
Department decided that whitelines would bemore in keeping
with the current trend toward fashionable patriotism. Red
—
clothes, blue skies, white lines wonderful isn't it, simply

—

«<^

--

!,"*°L

E^

wonderful?)
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To carry on— p.pedestrians that are injured in automobile
accidents have an extremely messy habit which is very annoying to morticians. Invariably they tear loose some seg—
ment of their otherwise complete bodies an ear, a leg, an
arm, or even a head.
Imagine rushing to a mirror some morning at 8:03 and
finding the other side of the room where the day previous
was your head; or putting on your glasses and discovering
that you have no ears tohold them; or losing the privilege of
having your hair cut ; or finding no place" to put both your
shoes.
Gad! what a horrible thought!
Remember, dear students, that there are only two types
of pedestrians quick ones and dead ones. In the future
please protect yourselves from the ghastly plight mentioned
above.

Seattle College— The Institution of Tomorrow
Jesuit education on the West Coast will take another forward step two weeks from now when Seattle
beCollege the institution of tomorrow" will cease
College
'today.'
a
ing a 'tomorrow' and will become
students for the past few years have envisioned in the
distant future a building, a building hazy and shimthat
mering in the bluish skies of unreality. Yet
building was never too far away that they did not
By Ted Mitchell
base
believe that it would become a solid, substantial
of learning within their stay at the College.
occu- Next To Valour, a novel by John Hastings, was supplied
That belief is coming true for us, the present
labs,
and through the courtesy of The Kanfer Co., Inc.
pants of the classrooms, the hallways, the
it is usually
the offices of today's small building. It will be the The advantage of an historical novel is thatmust
to possible to give it an unqualified approval that
be withclimax of wishful thinking and a pleasant memory
there,
held
from
modern
novels
which
strike
at
the
fundamentals
you
say
that
were
look back on, to be able to
Life during the summertime was
By BILL KELLY
type of comexciting but then, too, the Colthat you helped in a minor bit to contribute to its of Christian civilization. Next To Valour is this
After war, what? When these
mendable historical work.
lier's is quite enlightening in the
construction, either spiritually or materially.
new
cabinet spots are formed, the
When treating of historicalcharwinter. This was a period of
now
that
'but')
sit
back
stipulation
(there
don't
must
be
madethat
they
is a
But,
acters, such as Governor Wentlaughs,
touching friendships, and
only
last for
a certain length of
definite word is received of a construction date. There
worth, Lord Howe, or Robert Rog- time. With an active Congress, a few, not too many, heartaches.
that
is still much work to be done. The fact remains
ers'a Rangers, the author seems at these cabinet offices wouldbe elim- It was my profound pleasure to
The
remainder
to
pledged
date.
there is only $60,000
home and at his best. On the inated as far as possible when be invited to spend a week, and
thumb,
arrived. (I speak of war it was weak, in the home of a
sore
out
like
a
other hand, Mr. Jenning's own cre- peace
of that $150,000 still stands
and peace in the present tense be- friend. Ihave a friend you know.
not
result.
James
while
ation,
Ferguson,
will
complete
building
and without it a
presented as a canny Scottish cause Ibelieve we are at war now Upon receiving, the invitation I
Xarty McDonell
»
Fr. Corkery, S.J., president of Seattle College, has said
busiifess man and Indian scout, is even though there is no exchange realized that above all 1 would
have also a blundering idiot in his dom- of volleys, and that peace must need an overnight bag because my
that "construction will go on as far as funds per- How journalistic standards
follow.)
—
system
shopping bag

—

Coming Attraction

vEEEJEB

Reviews & Previews

—

THE STUDENT
OBSERVER

More Fun For
The Intellectual

It's This
Way

The old
of checks
would look too conand balances in American govern- spicious. Mother packed for me
ment would be maintained, or Iand carried the bag downstairs,
So, it is up to you to talk Seattle College, live Seshould say would be restored. then she turned around and told
College, and breathe the spirit of Seattle ColMeasures would be taken to insure me to hurry. I scampered out of
lege till the point is reached when construction will
that bureaucracy would not rear the bag, happy that Ihad enits ugly head of extravagancy in gineered a fast one or a smart
end at a finished building, not partially so.
peace.
one as the case may be. We bade
* * «
each other adieu and the trip bevulsive laughter. When the reader tion of Jamie Ferguson's dangershould return to gan. Arriving at the palatial manJesuit education on the East Coast will also under- asked what was wrong, stifling a ous journeys into the forests that Secondly, wepre-Civil
War days. sion was quite a thrill for me
the America of
go a step towards a brilliant future when Fordham guffaw, we'd say, "Heh, heh, great make the book an outstanding and Then
the
issue
of
debate
was
states and Iimagine it would have been
column that McDonell has, that distinctive novel. There are enough
quite a thrill for you, but it wasn't
University will attempt to raise a Centenary Fund in boy's
rights
rights.
vs.
federal
Federal
got something there."
hair-raising thrills to last the
my power to invite anybody;
connection with Fordham's celebration of her 100th We thought we were fooling reader all winter. It has a grip- rights won out in 1865 and have in
so you will just have to read
aggressor
been
the
ever
The
since.
anniversary.
someone until the third time we ping quality that holds one until
government should inter- about it. The hostess was standing
down a fellow's neck and the last page is reluctantly turned. federal
A portion of that fund will be used to erect a breathed
as little as possible in the in the doorway. She evidently had
fere
went into our routine. He turned
running of the states. Of course thought it was Hallowe'en because
$1,000,000 12-story downtown school building. East around
and answered, "Yeh, he's is more effective if we can catch the federal
a
should see that the she was wearing a mask, or was
Coast, West Coast Catholic education will take
got something all right, and I an hour or so of ear-pounding
that her face? Explaining to her
it's not contagious." He then after dinner. Thus we derive the state be run for the benefits of that weariness had crept upon me,
large stride towards a clear mind, a strong body, a hope
the
people,
that
all
be
well
clothed
walked briskly away, while our benefits of enough sleep, plus unand fed as well as working. By Iasked permission to retire. Up
firm moral character, and a more united and solid complexion
slowly faded bai-k to disturbed study.
curtailing the power of the nation- the stairs Iflitted and into my
normal. So we threw away our
» * *
American viewpoint and security.
al government -we would avoid dic- appointed room where sleep bedisguise. It just goes to show —
There's shortly to take place tatorship and still be able to keep came my master.
you can't please everyone. All we within these hallowed halls an inThe next morning upon awakenwanted was to test readers re- teresting, if possibly dangerous, unity through Congress and the ing
A PLEA:
I let up the shade and in doPresident.
*
We don't know how we'll experiment in practical psychol*
ing so went up with it. Convincing
The Spectator in behalf of the school has been action.
do it this year. But since
ogy. A grroup of men students, all
power to state myself that this was an awkward
— Granting more
asked by the traffic department of the Seattle Police Studying to be a detective,we're
we seniors, have
agreed to criticize
would perhaps pave position, Iclimbed down. While
—
governments
street
crossmight
concering
in
the
as
well
bei;in
asking
paper
questo place a notice
severely
the clothes, manners, the road to social reorganization sitting on the bed Idrank in the
personality and character of eatfh
ings. The notice itself may be found in another part tions now.
cooperativism. It is difficult sunshine assuring myself that if
What time of day or night do member of the group. None of and
a socialistic government the sunshine wasn't there I would
College,
you
worry
this:
Seattle
to
have
paper.
Our
is
of the
you prefer to study? We do our them, we believe, share that dea large country as we drink something else. Give me
—
with
such
the
on
know,
College
growing
is the fastest
probably
thought
best
it should rate a gree of intimacy with any of th°
—
have.
But
with forty-eight states, reven-up in mine.
coast. Yet, in its period of rapid growth, we have not superlative thinking from eleven Dtheri to which such personal ob- all headed by the national govern- Breakfast was my first thought
to one at night. It seems that dur- servations are usually restricted. ment, a modification of the form to
had one traffic injury in the busy areas defined by ing
after dressing I wandered into
these hours, the fog that ob- Nevertheless, these men feel that
by many the kitchen and to my embarrasssocialism
advocated
of
as
Sgt. Kimball.
tcurei our cerebral reverberations they will be able to receive and di- Catholic economists might flourish. ment the hostess was scrubbing
the rest of the day lifts, rct criticism without animosity or
We may have been careful, we may have borne a [iiuiiiK
planning would find its seat the floor. At first it seemed bruto assimilate and prejudice. Anyway, we'll let you Social
permits
■md
government in the individual tal but the fact that she had knee
charmed life; but the very fact that no one has been understand. Ofuscourse
of
this program now how it turns out.
state, each state patterned after a pads on made it much easier. They
hit yet is not an insurance that we will not be hit in
plan.
weren't ordinary knee pads, you
national
the future. In the interests of safety and as a help
understand, for these had little
War or peace, the United States rollers on them. She explained the
to the present drive designed to reduce traffic fatalshould look for many changes to maid had left because her husband
ities please heed the police department's notice and
come. The present world crisis had displayed his temper and hit
help keep our records clean.
will greatly affect these changes. the poor creature over the bridge
The progress of civilization is def- of the nose with a very small
initely retarded by every major pencil. Iinsisted on helping her
In the Halls: Last year's Barn Dance chairman now chiseling tickets war. Of course, aviation, stream- with the floor. It was certainly
for this year's farm fiesta— Why, Tom!
Joe English, ardent Willand other improvements re- quite an effort carrying around the
The Student Observer recently
First: <>ur domestic economy is kie-ite, and Emmet McKMop, third termite, going to it on the back lining,
ceived impetus from the last world soap.
impossible
already
being
by
scuttled
our
form
suggested that to preserve
Kose Mary Bischoff debating al.out v certain bid to the conflict, but in general the better- After we were through she told
military appropriations. Where war stairway
Of government it would be neces- could indeed lie used as it shield to Mendel Mixer
Kay Leonard ment of culture and science was me she was going to put her hair
Tom Brennan going dear hunting
sary to protect our domestic fi- our Impending inflation as is its having just "Hoeschens" of fun
up. Imentioned that I was going
Bill I'ettinger denying— that he hurt.
* »
upstairs and it would be no efJane Marx weeping "Aren't
nance by the continuance of the effect on the Germans no one pre- was born during Better Babies Week
What will these changes be like? fort at all to bring it up for her.
present foreign policy of the United tends that such will l>ri*nur a solu- you going to wish me a happy birthday?" just before the deluge of They
will be mainly political at
gently caressed me with a
tion consonant with Democracy of presents
Ed Craig and Pat Cramer reflecting on the ingenuity first with changes in other classes She
Stall.-: ■"Namely, to be a silent ally
vase.
people.
:ind
for
the
Betty
Graham Bell And we doi\'t mean the show
of ISritain, to force issues to our Secondly: The action of the Stu- of Alexander
of living quickly following in order At last everyone was ready for
Germer liking the nights much better than the days.
to maintain their life. Ibelieve breakfast, the hostess, her husadvantage at all times, to face war
dent Observer would apparently
Of the Campus: Did Charlie Zi-yen tell you yet that being a gen- that it is generally admitted that band,
if our bluff is called by the axis violate
and myself. Her husband
untransgivssihle
three
con- tleman never pays? It seems that after gallantly opening his car door war to us would mean temporary
powers."
was (|uite a character. It looked
ditions
of
a
Just
war:
hope
of to me as though some one had
Bud Bader dictatorship with little
We concluded this course of rea- A. That a preponderate!y grave for a certain date said door quietly came off in his hand
takes his job as school boy patrol seriously whenever frail co-eds at- keeping it temporary. Then, the been hitting him with a bat ull
"oning with the advice that we imexists;
modify the night, Why,
mciliiiti-ly take over the Japanese hihI just reason
Dinner at S. T.'h is getting task before us is to
the bags under his
tempt to cross that great Imsv .street
that
it will be eyes were so big that Iinquired
present
government
Navy. 'I'll"- crux of the present issue B. An upright purpose be intend- ta tM Ihabit for Jim ('hrititensen and John Deignan
Mi-MurJot*
able to function directly and ef- if he was a walking advertisement
lie rightly deemed to be economic. "d;
ray added to this week's report on the food situation by asking I.ouUe
Iobject to the pagan use of mili- C. Aixt that all means of peace Smyth to lunch at Safeway's on free "coffee and crackers" day. Said ficiently in case of a crisis and for the Better Bags Company.
tury force on pragmatic and ethical be tried and found wanting.
(Continued on Page 4)
(To Be Continued)
Joe, "Help yourself. Buffet style, you know."
I'hil Hargreaves ".'J7."
grounds.

it

fallen, we can hear you say well, estic affairs.
Dealing with the frontier in New
go ahead and say it, we're thickskinned. Last year we went around Hampshire during the period of the
wearing dark glasses, and when- French and Indian Wars, the book
is a faithful portrayal of colonial
ever we saw anyone reading the life in the settlements along the
Spectator, we'd peer over his northeastern fringe of the disputed
shoulder and then break into con- territory. It is the exact descrip-
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SPORTS

Chieftain Chatter
By Bill Berridge

" In?ra-Mural Setup

Editor

Chieftain Charter

By Bcasley

Football
Badminton

BILL BERRIDGE

BaskerbsH

" Here and There
" P. E. Program

TID-BITS
Court Cost
Series Notes

Ace Reporter
Prognosticator Man Of Week Writes
Home

It has long been an unA strong intra-mural basketball league was assured last
answered question at this
Friday when it was formally announced by the faculty modThe title of man of the week Sports Editor,
school as to where our student
has been given to a y o un g and Seattle College,
erator that the plans set forth in this column last week would
high-spirted woman, Virginia Gem- Seattle, Wash.
body fee of three dollars and
go into effect.
mil. As president of the Associ- Dear Boss:
Just
keep
straight
therecords
ated Women Students, she had a Here I am 1,600 miles from fifty cents goes.
The only stumbling block to this plan is in the chance of here is to
the standing of Yours Truly man-sized job
in giving a tea to "home and only a buck left (please
One of the first things Fathe lack of enthusiasm for this idea.
in the matter of percentages:
introduce the Freshmen girls to jsend my paycheck) for the next ? ther Beezer did when appointinformed
this
scribe
9
Correct
In an interview with Father Beezer
Seattle College. The program for day, well, I hardly believe it's
3
Wrong
the
tea was considered one of the 'worth it. How can any sane man ed moderator of the student
him that such a plan would provide sports for some fifty or Ties
2
most
were
inlarge
number
sixty boys. Upon learning that such a
Those two ties that mar the rec- the outstanding social events in pick an All-American football body was to find the answer
school's calendar.
team just by meeting- and talking to this question. And the asof
ord are both the fault of Howard
terested in playing basketball Father Beezer assured me
"Ginnie's" activities are broad to the players. Why they all tounding
his
who
to
get
Jones
can't
seem
news was the fact
the faculty support of this league. His only demand was that Trojan War Horse in high (fear. and extensive. She is an active think they should be on my team.
a large enough number of students participate in this league Anyway with spirit undaunted, member of the Drama Guild and Ijust can't pick my all-American that two hundred and fifty
here are our selections for next has appeared in such productions! team this week, maybe next week, dollars a year is paid for the
to make such a plan worth while.
Heathers at Home" and but Ihave met some very tough rental of the badminton
week end. Surest bet is O.S.C. over as "The
today
There will be a circular on the bulletin board starting
the '"Mystery of Green Fingers." characters and Ithink that they
Portland.
She is a member of the activities should be on a team of their own, courts. That being the case it
and it will remain there for one week, at which time the
Washington vs. Oregon
and proves herself one of the I call them the BLOOD and appears to this observer that
players will be divided into teams and the following Wednes- This is one of those games that board
most
active young ladies in the THUNDER team. (Ed. note; these
is filled with color, because of the College.
the student body has shown
day play will begin.
She tries to promote S. C. are the actual names and schools
number of years these two teams wherever she goes.
lack of interest in this projyear
run
than
last
a
smoothly
more
of
the
league
will be much
players.)
The
have been meeting. For some rea- By
Pretty
E
example
week's
issue
her
excellent
and
as
Purdue
ect
and should tr y to avail
mentioned
in
last
I
by
anybecause one of the clauses
son as yet undiscovered
a leader in scholarship we can't1 E. Noble
Fordham
jinx
seems
to
have
a
themselves
of these facilities
body
Oregon
league
take
care
of
the
was that a N. Y. A. member was to
Texas
Washington. However looking Ihelp but elect Virginia Gemmil as T. Posey
over
running
possible.
whenever
be
assured
way
league
the
will
T Rose
and be referee. In this
Princeton
* " "
at the records Washington should "Man of the Week."
G Judy
Virginia Tech
win, but its going to be close,
in smooth order for the first time.
St. Louis
urday it looks like they're turning G. Susie
The world series is over for
14, Oregon 6.
Some type of prize will be awarded to the winning team. Washington
Tulane
the
other cheek. U.C.L.A. may yet C. Flower
W.
S.
C.
vs.
California
year. Reams of words
another
will
B.
Centenary
Just what the prize will be has not been determined but
This game is far from being an prove troublesome in the confer- B. Winnie
already
Darlinghave
been written
Iowa State
"important" game, or one that is ence, but not against Texas A &
be announced soon.
Maryan-ski
B.
Fordham
about
series
20,
championship,
M.
Texas
A
&
M
U.C.L.A.
7.
this
but baseball
going
to decide the
At this time Iwish to make a personal plea. And that is
B. Hana
Florida
certainly a headache to the
is
but
will
long
followers
remember
Gonzaga
up
Idaho vs.
P. S. More later if Iget my
that any one who is interested in basketball please sign
"limb climber outers." Please don't Here's one of those "big
great
this
encounter
of
two
little PAYCHECK.
for this league. My reasons for making such a plea are two- quote us on this one, but here's a games, and it is just as difficult
excitement,
teams
for
the
will,
7,
provide more vote for W.S.C., W.S.C. Califor- to pick a
fold; first, a strong well balanced league
winner here as in any big
thrills,andsentiment that was
secondly,
only
all,
the
chance this nia 0.
game. Idaho showed a pretty good
and
interest and fun for
Illinois
U.S.C
vs
attached
to it.
offense,
-but a definite lack of deschool has of ever having varsity basketball again is to show The coast has been pushed all fense. Gonzaga
fairly well-tois
a
Just picture a few of these
that we are genuinely interested in this sport and will back it. over the lot this year in intersec- do team, but has not started rollThe
Seattle
College
Wigwam
by
setup
also.
It
is
we
inside
stories which made for
classics,
this
tional
but
feel
that
to
ing
yet,
maybe
Saturday
up
The women students come into
Trojans will be able they can get going. Gonzaga 7, chapter of the Inter-Collegiate one of the greatest series of
this
week
the
can
showing
interest
that
we
your
sport
and
following this
Knights was appointedpy the Exto do something about it. If Jones Idaho 6.
clinch our argument that varsity basketball is what we really can ever get those two teams of Notre Dame vs. Georgia Tech ecutive Council at their convention all time. The death of Buck
last May 2, 3, and 4, to edit and Newsom's father the night
his going-, US.C. is going to be
want at Seattle College.
The fighting Irish took a long publish a "Knight's Manual."
mighty tough. Let's hope its this
away
would
do
' after his first win. Yet"Bobo"
varsity
basketball
time to get rolling last Saturday,
Don't get the idea that
This booklet will contain th c
Saturday. U.S.C. 14, Illinois 7.
Rather,,
did
a
drive;
but
show
lot
of
looks
constitution and history of the or-] came back with a brilliant
with a good intra-mural league, because it wouldn't.
Stanford vs. Santa Clara
they have too much for Georgia ganization from the time
like
itdefinitely
proving
of its three-hit game on Sundayonly
it would help because it would build up an interest that so Stanford is
Tech. Notre Dame 14 Georgia founding in 1919, to the present'\
self
the
dark
horse
of
the
conferto lose the final game after
far hasn't been shown for intra-mural sports.
ence, but it looks like Saturday the Tech 7.
day.
pitching
a masterpiece with
O.S.C. vs. Portland
Tony Buhr, Jim Christensen andI
So you men students, sign this circular you will see on "horse" is going to be on Stanford.
only
day's
one
Santa Clara seems set on another Although Portlandlikes to upset Bill Powers are doing researchI
rest.
the bulletin board all this week, and girls pick your favorite great
year. Santa Clara 7, Stan- sure things, this looks like just a work and gathering data for this
The
idea
of
doing
bring
more
to
back
Detroit's old
and
we'll
be
and
follow
them
team
"push over" for O.S.C. in prepara- publication.
ford 0.
ball
club,
man
most
of whom
Washington
game
varsity basketball than all the talk that has been so useless
charge
Texas A & M vs. U.C.L.A.
tion for the
a
Those in
are not sure
A
Saturday.
just
twilight
strong
Texas
M
was
touted
as
the
week
from
The
score
how
soon
this
are
in
the
of their
if
our
intra-mural
is
&
task
will
be
years.
j
In
fact
past
two
for the
team to beat andthey're provingit. should be just about what Lou|completed but when it is, it will j big league careers, coming
our|
seeing
a
bare
chance
of
might
even
have
enough we
U.C.L.A. has already reserved one Stiner wants it to be. O.S.C. 27, !be an achievement to do credit to
Istop in four for the coast,
and Sat- Portland U. 0.
dream come partly true this year.
I Seattle College.
(Continued on Page 4)

Selects Huskies
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HERE AND THERE

"Yes, sir, the slower-burning cigarette is aces with me. I like
all those extras in Camels, including the extra smoking"

Several, girls have asked this
writer as to the possibility of having a women's intra-mural basket-

ball league. If enough girls show
an interest in this plan it could be
easily arranged.
After hearing the two
- announcers
for the Minnesota Washington
game, last Saturday's broadcast
was certainly a disappointment.
Badminton Coach Dean Moran
advised all who wish to turn out
for this sport to sign up as soon
as possible.
Upset of the week: Oregon over

STRATOSPHERE PIONEER
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"TOMMY" TOMLINSON,
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VICE-PRESIDENT and CHIEF ENGINEER of TWA
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l^e maiden transcontinental flights
America's first Stfatoliners— stratosphere ace
(lummy") Tomlinson (center) takes
time to enjoy a slow-burning Camel with pilots
Otis F. Bryan (/e//) and John E. Harlin (r/«*/).
ust before

E^lf 1
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pP^*

iffl

<.*.«:

:

Washington.

Come or you
fellows be
en-masse for
you

X.lights. Let's see
first to sign up
the intra-mural

league.

If you prefer, you fellows can
organize your basketball team and
hand in the roster to me.

A well diversified P. E. course
was announced last week when
badminton, hiking, riding, swimming, bowling, golf and basketball,
were put on the Physical Education
curriculum. Badminton, hiking, and
basketball are the only ones of this
list that are a .surety. The rest,
however, can and will go through
as soon as enough student interest
is shown in these projects. A very
moderate fee is all that will be
charged for each sport so the
monetary situation shouldn't hold
any one back from availing themselves of this chance for a good
P. E. system.
With seven veterans to form the
nucleus of the squad the Seattle
College badminton team held its
first turnout last Wednesday at the
Madison street courts.
Dean Moran, coach of the Chieftains' most successful season in
history two years ago is back
again to act in the capacity of
coach and player.
Led by himself the men's team
has Jack Terhar, Bill Pettinger,
and Gregor MacGregor to act as a
nucleus for what Moran hopes to
be the strongest men's team in S.
C. history.
Lorrayne Kisen, who has been
No. 1on the women's team ia buck
to lead the women's team. Gwen
Welt, Peggy MacGowan, and Ann
Smith are other veterans returning
for another season's play.
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C/VI nn MILDNESS

He outflew the weather for
Extra
" Speed

In this "flying test tube," above, "Tommy"
of
Tomlinson pioneered
wonder
, the newest
, rain,
I
I.
modern air
travel-the Stratoliner.
In
snow, hail, and sleet, this veteran flyer "asked
for trouble" to prove that high-altitude planes
can fly over most bad weather.
Skill, vision, perseverance..."Tommy"
Tomlinson has them all in extra measure.
Mildness, coolness, flavor— the qualities of a
fine cigarette he gets them all inhis smoking,
with an extra measure of each. He smokes
slow-burning Camels.

.

.

-

—

—

.

He turned to Camels for
Extra Mildness
—
—

"

Twenty years 7,000 hours of flying more hours
flyer.
recabove
" t.19 anational
"
, 30,000 feet than any other
tu
i
s the flying log
ofc
ords rfor speed and endurance. That
"Tommy" Tomlinson (above).His smoking log would
read: "I wanted more mildness in my cigarette. I
wanted— extra mildchanged to Camels and got what I
ness with a grand flavor."
Slower-burning Camels give you the natural mildness and coolness of costlier tobaccos plus the, freedom
from excess heat and irritating qualities of too-fast
burning. Try Camels. Get the extra;. including extra
smoking (see right).
iij

—

EXTRA coolness
EXTRA flavor
In tecent laboratory tests,CAMELS burned
25% slower than the average of the 15
other of the largestselling brands testedslower than any of them. That means, on
the average, a smoking plus equal to

.
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Lucid Elected New Library
Miss Bischoff
Wins Scholarship Forum President Plans Completed

CANDID

COMMENT

More Tid-Bits

Ex-College Man

Now at SandPoint

(Continued from Page 1)

through to defeat better clubs
to earn the right to face Cincinnatti.
Or from the "Reds'" viewpoint consider the uphill fight
of this battling ball club
throughout the series to finish
on top.
Consider that this same Cincinnatti ball team had to come
through this year or lose the
respect of the fans, for didn't
they fail miserably just a
chort year ago?
All in all it was a great
series with "nine old men"
battling a desperate Cincinnatti club that had to win.
And win they did. And maybe
it was just as well. For they
gained America's respect,
while Detroit already had it.

The question "Resolved that the
With many new books on philU. S. Should Extend All Help osophy, history, religion, sociology,
Possible, Short of ActualMan Pow- science and literature added to the
er, To Great Britain," became a Seattle College library, under the
and Daisy Mac (nachurly)
subject of heated dispute last Tues- supervision of the new librarian,
Hedy Lamarr
and the brain
day evening at the regular meet- Rev. Father Wharton, S.J., is once
who devised the disguise of coming
ing of the College Forum. Miss again available for students during
as a corn stalk (personally, we
Mary Ellen Nachtsheim led with the coming year.
think he's just trying to crash the
the affirmative. Mr. Phil Lucid Having spent considerable time
gate).
cellence in music.
preparing for use, new and old
Someone suggested that there be The winner, daughter of Mr. and responded for the negative.
alike, Fr. Wharton and the
a giant haystack at the door of Mrs. A. J. Bischoff, is a former Phil Lucid was elected Forum books
of offi- library staff feel assured that
President
at
the
election
Dick Parker's Pavillion on the 25th student of St. Joseph's Academy,
valuable material will be
so that the patrons could get in the Yakima, from which she was cers which followed the debate. much
during the coming year.
moodof the thing by digging their graduated in June. She spent eight The names of the other officers available
The library at present, contains
way into the dance hall. Refreshing years in musical training at the are to be announced this week.
Henceforth, meetings will be some 25,000 volumes.
idea, yes, very refreshing!
Academy under the direction of
Father Wharton Is a former liBut it doesn't matter how you Sister Dolores Mary. Miss Bis- held regularly on Wednesday evening of each week at 8 p. m. in brarian at Marquette High school
you
as
as
come
just
long
come
choff was one of the school's outof the college building. in Yakima, and has only recently
dressed comfortably! In fact it standing accompanists as well as room 35
meeting completed a year at Port Towndoesn't matter how you come just solo artists and played in a violin The subject for the next
Conscription send, Wash. Mr. Philip Starbuck,
is
"Resolved:
That
period!
long
you
as
as
come.
ensemble. She also lists playing
Incidentally: Don't forget Sun- the pipe organ as one of her fav- Include the Ages of 18 to 35 In- S.J., who for the past two years
stead of 21 to 35."
has acted in the capacity of college
day's hike. See Father Gaffney, orite past times.
Plans are now being made for librarian, has been transferred to
Biff Fallon, Lucy Savage or Jack
Terhar for details. Don't forget Miss Bischoff plans to major in use of a large auditorium for the Gonzaga University, Spokane.
to "We are looking forward with
that the Mendel Mixer has been music here at the College and will evening of orations. These
postponed a week. Don't forget take up further musical studies be given on November 6. Details much anticipation to a fine library
will be announced later.
in the proposed college building,"
the Sodality meeting next Tuesday with Mr. Walter Aklin.
In all the years that James
states Fr. Wharton. Plans for the
Moderator
Claude
Nance
Weimat the Providence Auditorium. At
library are now complete and
Merlin Phelan has coached at
8 o'clock. In short, just don't for- New Chem Equipment er, of the College of Business Ad- new
ministration, has announced that show great promise. Space will
get.
the University of Washington
have be available for some 40,000 valThere is badminton at S. C. but "Chemistry students will be every college student should
umes,
reading
having
with
a
room
this is the first year to my
hence,
to
as
opportunity
speak;
how many people have stoppedlong pleased to learn that much has an
capacity of about 150 persons.
students
a
forty
soon
as
more
than
memory
in which a Husky
enough to give it a thought?
been added in the way of equip- apply for membership in the For- Besides this, there will be the add- Jarlath Lyons, who was graduteam
has
had a scoring punch.
The awful truth of the whole ment during the summer," said um, a second organization will be ed convenience of a separate room
ated last September 4 from Initnl On top of that they have althing is that there areno long lists Father Beezer, S.J., concerning the immediately started.
bindery.
all,
the
book
All
in
for
of badminton players who have chemistry laboratories. "Besides
this affords excellent library and States Naval Air Station at Pense- ways lacked the kicking that
cola, Florida, and who is stationed
signed up for a rousing season. the usual replacements, which ocreading facilities.
In fact there are not even any cur every fall, apparatus which
now at Sand Point Naval Air Sta- could be relied upon to make
medium-sized lists. Sadly we in- enables the advanced students to
that crucial conversion. But
tion.
form you that the list is very do the more difficult workhas been
" Jarlath was a graduate of Se- this year it seems the "Husvery small in- secured," he continued.
small indeed
Judicial
kies" have both, especially in
deed.
A three kilowatt electric furnace
attle Prep and following that atBoard Exam.
kicking department with
Dean Moran, student coach, an- for quantitative analysis has been
tended Seattle College for a period the
nounces that this y*ar S.C. will obtained by the chemistry departErnie Steele, Elmer Berg, and
enter into the City C-league. Four ment. Also new is an oxygen tank
Judicial Board examinations of three years. He is the son of
**May 5, 1711.
girls and four boys will compose and reducing gauge for glass blowwill be held one week from to- Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Lyons, 2313 Johnny Mizen doing the honThere
is
one
considerationwhich
team
plenty
the
but Dean wants
ors.
morrow under the direction of E. Mercer St.
ing.
of understudies. So turn out, frenz, A large variety of distilling I would earnestly recommend to the Advisory Board. Sophomores
I
which,
my
female readers and
any time from 12 to 2:30 in the
heads for organic synthesis is an- hope, will have some weight with and Juniors may obtain copies
afternoon. And, incidentally, we other addition, while for
of the A. S. S. C. Constitution
filing
the
them. It is this, that there is on Tuesday from Al Plachta.
will be very happy to see real be- of organic chemicals,
standard size nothing so bad for the face as
ginners over there so we won't be bottles have
Sunday, October 13 All-Day Hike.
Watch the Bulletin board for
been obtained.
party zeal. It gives an ill-natured further information.
the only individuals to suffer the
Monday, October 14, 8 p. m. InternationalRelations Club Meeting,
cast to the eye and a disagreeexcruciating experience of striking
Women's Lounge.
I
able sourness to the look
viciously through the empty air as
Tuesday,
October 15, 8 p. m. Sodality Meeting, Providence Hospital
my
all
would,
therefore,
advise
fethe shuttle does a neat nose dive
Wednesday, October 16, 7:30 p. m. Forum Meeting, Room 6.
male readers, as they value their
over our left shoulder. My racquet,
Wednesday, October 16, 8 p. m. Gavel Club, Meeting Room 1.
complexions, to let alone all disGarson!
(Continued from Page 2)
Friday, October 18, 9 to 12 p. m.— Mendel Mixer, K. C. Hall.
putes of this nature
"Would you care to practise that
August 8, 1711.
pivot?" smiles a co-ed sweetly as leave us the efficiency minus the
she bobs up and down to the beat dictatorship when the trouble has ADVERTISEMENT. The exercises of the snuffbox, according to
of one of Glenn Miller's latest passed.
♥ *
the most fasionable airs and morhythmic renditions.
"Don't mind if Ido," replies an First of all we should have an tions, in opposition to the exertaught with
S. C. lad as he grabs his partner expanded cabinet. Instead of a cise of a fan, will be
and they commence to bob in heterogeneous government of bur- the best plain or perfumed snuff,
eaucracy, all execution of govern- at the corner ofBeaufort Buildings
unison.
responsibilities should be ad- in the Strand.
ment
dialogue
at
one
Such will be the
of this school's very very exclusive ministered directly by the cabinet, There will be like taught the
members who are answerable to ceremony of the snuffbox, or rules,
organizations.
the President and to the Congress. for offering snuff to a stranger, a
might
crash
one
of
the
fasYou
cinating meetings but if someone It would be an enormous task; friend, etc., according to the degrabs you and puts you through that is why the cabinet should be gress, of familiarity or distance;
explanationof the careless,
the paces of the entrance examina- expanded and streamlined. There with an
should
the
the politic and the
bungling,
scornful,
be
no
if
the
Presipass
you
tion
and
should
surly
pinch,
dent
is
efficient
and
selects
efficand
the gestures propthen you would be politely but
forcefully evicted from the prem- ient administrations under the ap- er to each of them.
'tis proval of Congress. Thus would **Then under the Editorship of
ises. Right you are again
be established the rigidity of gov- Mr. Joseph Addison, since dedancing class.
ceased.
Mrs. Leonard is sponsoring the ernmemt necessary in war.
noble drive and Dick Bammert is
taking care of the details. Both
here's a whole World's Series of
announce that there will be competent instructors and instructresses.
smoking
good
in Chesterfields...that's why
So don't hesitate. If you're qualiit's the smoker's cigarette. The best tobaccos
fied
take advantage of something that will be a lot of fun.
in all of Tobaccoland
blended together
Well, what are we waiting for?
(Continued)
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The annual piano scholarship,
awarded each year at this time,
was won by Miss Rosemary Bischoff of Yakima. Having competed
with a number of entrants, Miss
Bischoff was selected for this honor because of her pronounced ex-

.
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COOLER, MILDER, BETTER-TASTING

...that means Chesterfield
1
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BETTER TASTE.
for MILDNESS, COOLNESS
Do you smoke the
cigarette that SATISFIES

**&*&*

Mobil Products
FRANK HOODLESS
12th at East Spring

CA. 9799
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Style Crest Beauty Salon
COMPLETE BEAUTY
SERVICE
Open Evenings
MA. 1009
1009 Horen Ave.

Wodlinger Drugs
Complete Fountain and

Lunch Service
Madison at Minor

MAin 7575

Seattle

"Popcorn"
JOHN SUGA'S
Minute Lunch & Curb

Service

—

PAT'S BARBECUE
BRKAKFAST LIWCHK8
DINNER
I'. J. (Jallagher
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Good things to eat
ant^ ice-cold Coca-Cola.
You see it everywhere, Ix
cause the life and sparkle
and taste of ice-cold
Coca-Cola add something
to oo^ tnat everybody
likes. Try it yourself..

-

/>4USE THAT REFRESHES
Bottled under authority ofThe Coca-ColiCo. by

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., SEATTLE, WASH.

figftgl

MORE AND MORE... AMERICA SMOKES
THE CIGARETTE THAT SATISFIES

